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Abstract

Visualization of hair is an extremely complex problem within the field of Computer
Graphics. Human hair has a highly detailed structure on the scale of 10-20 nm. Most
of the research effort on hair has gone toward modelling and animating the geometry
of a collection of fibres, or representing the hair as simple curves in order to mimic
the external behaviour of hair towards light. These minute proportions add to the com-
plexity of the task, so to visualize such a structure, a thorough understanding of both
the surface structure of hair and the sub-surface characteristics is required.
This project explores and tries to emulate the multiple scattering of light rays inside
the hair structure to correctly visualize the luster. Building upon models of sub-surface
scattering, new models will be explored which take into consideration the various in-
ternal characteristics of hair to predict the sub-surface scattering of light beams inside
a hair strand. This is useful for the purpose of hair analysis and use in scientific hair
research where it is important to use a model which correctly emulates multiple sub-
surface scattering rather than producing results that are just physically plausible. This,
then, can be used to see the effects of changes to various internal characteristics of the
hair fibres on its external image and appearance. This can then be used to bridge the
gap between realism and virtual reality.
Secondly, this project also explores the computational complexity of such a task and
the usage of We finally validate all our results to images obtained for hair samples
along with archived hair materials held within the School of Materials Science.
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